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(Boat) Crash
with Injuries

19-48791

Intracoastal
Waterway
Channel Marker
108

Vehicle
Burglary

19-48731

Brookhaven Dr

Death

19-48765

Fort Caroline Ln

Baker Act

19-48862

Pickering Ln

Sole operator of a wave runner was traveling in the Intracoastal
Waterway approximately ½ mile north of Bings Landing. The adult
operator attempted to avoid the heavy boating traffic and
subsequently struck a sandbar, projecting the operator off the wave
runner. The operator was transported by the FCSO Marine Unit to
Bings Landing where he was turned over to Rescue 41 complaining
of right leg pain. The operator was transported to Advent Health by
Rescue 41. FWC responded and investigated the crash. FWC case
number: FWNE0H008531.
Sometime overnight an unknown person(s) broke the passenger
side window to a Kia and stole a Michael Kors purse with matching
wallet from the floorboard. Nothing else was missing and or
disturbed.
Adult male was found unresponsive. Paramedics arrived and
performed lifesaving procedures; however, all efforts were
unsuccessful and he was pronounced deceased. Nothing suspicious
was observed.
White female was taken into custody under a Baker Act.

Death

19-48926

Rolling Sands
Drive

Domestic
Disturbance
(Physical)

19-48854

Forest Park St

DATE: 5/26/2016

Adult female was found unresponsive by her son. Rescue 21
pronounced her as deceased upon their arrival. Nothing suspicious
was observed.
Other 1 (O1) and Other 2 (O2) were involved in a physical
altercation following an argument over household concerns. O1
advised of being struck in the foot with an exercise weight by O2,
and O2 advised of being grabbed on the back of the neck and arms
by O1. Due to conflicting stories, no visible injuries and not having
an independent witness the primary aggressor was unable to be
determined, therefore an arrest was not made. Neither party
wished to provide written statements. O2 voluntarily left the
residence for a few days while law enforcement was on scene,
ending the propensity for further violence. Report by Deputy
Green.

